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　　Abstract　　A 6-year long GPS observation (1998—2003)indicates that crustal deformation in the Three Gorges area is less active

at a marginally measurable rate of 0—5mm/ a relat ive to stable South China block.How ever , the impounding w ater in June 2003 has in-
duced t ransient displacement at the Three Gorges dam and the emerging reservoi r.GPS measurements af ter the f irst stage of w ater filling

of the reservoi r demonstrate that vertical subsidence close by Yangtze River i s about 10—40 mm , and the horizontal displacement is less

than 5—10mm .The maximum subsidence induced by the im poundment is located in the segment of the reservoir from Maoping to Xi-

angxi.The w ater loading-induced deformat ion diminishes rapidly w ith the distance f rom banks of the reservoir.The overall pat tern of

transient deformat ion is consistent wi th the simulat ion result of Farrell , and is att ributed to the elas tic response of upper lithosphere crust

to overlying water reservoir.
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　 　Currently , the ongoing Three Go rges Project

(TGP)is the biggest hydraulic project in the wo rld

and the Three Gorges dam will be one of the highest

dams.Standing 185 m high , i t will be holding 3.92
×1010 m3 of w ater when completed in 2009.Howev-
er , previous researches and historical records have

show n that such a huge content of water might t rig-
ger minor and mediate earthquakes[ 1—4] , because a

decrease of f riction on an active fault due to po re pres-
sure dif fuseness and enhanced w ater permeat ion could

cause fault intermittent unlocking to release seismic

energy
[ 4 ,5 —8]

.To mitig ate the po tential hazard , a
dense netw ork for monito ring surface deformation has

been jointly established by China Seismological Bu-
reau and the investor of TGP[ 9] using GPS , precise
leveling , gravity , EDM and st rainmeter.Such ef fort

to address to reservoir-induced deformat ion is un-
precedented fo r the ongoing large reservoir in the

w orld.

On June 1 , 2003 , the time of second phase of

TGP , the w ater level of the reservoir reached 135m

above sea level wi th an additional w ater volume of 1 ×
10

10
m

3
within 15 days since the onset of filling w a-

ter .It is urgent to understand if the impoundment

completed in a short period w ould t rigger earthquakes

around this area.

After the water filling , the differential mot ion

around the reservoir definitely means a change of the

local st ress field , which may be another mechanism

responsible for reservoir-induced earthquakes
[ 10]

.It is
possible to encourage the landslide of hill slope along

the reservoir due to sudden st ress disequilibrium espe-
cially betw een the reservoir basin and its shores.

The previous w ork on the w ater-loading defor-
mation depended mainly on the theoretical modeling

due to either the lack of suitable moni toring tools or

unsuff icient data[ 6—8 ,11—13] .Here w e report an ongo-
ing transient crustal movement based on our GPS data

and show a displacement f ield of subsidence deforma-
tion at a large spatial scale , which w ill be useful to

studies such as earthquake mechanism and controlled

deformation by hydrological , atmospheric and oceanic

processes.

1 　GPS measurements and data process

As part of the monito ring system of the TGP-in-
duced earthquake , the GPS netwo rk , established in

1998 around the TGP area , consists of tw o perma-



nent stations at Badong and Xinshan , and 21 rover

sites.Addi tional five fixed sites and 4 rover sites were

set up in M ay 2003 , a month before the w ater im-
poundment .A total of 32 GPS sites are spaced at an

average interv al of 15 km from Yichang to Badong

and able to provide useful const rain on tectonic motion

and active fault slip in TGP and i ts adjacent areas

(Fig .1).

All of the GPS pillars w ith markers for enfo rced

centralization are built onto bedrock.GPS campaigns

in total w ere carried out respectively in 1998 , 1999 ,
2000 , 2001 , and intensif ied in June , July and Sept .
of 2003 .

Ashtech Z-12 and AOA Benchmark GPS re-
ceivers equipped with Choke-ring antenna w ere used

throughout all survey s.A session of a consecutive 96-
hour observation at each site w as adopted for survey s

f rom 1998 to 2001 , and a session of 60-hour fo r the

three survey s in 2003.

Fig .1.　GPS sites in the TGP area and horizontal velocity field relative to South China.

　　In order to yield daily solut ions w ith GIPSY/
OASISⅡ sof tw are , we analyzed simultaneously GPS

data collected each day wi thin a campaign in TGP ,
w ith continuous t racking data primarily contributed

from 25 fiducial stations of Crustal Movement Obser-
vation Netwo rk of China (CMONOC)as w ell as 10

and more IGS stations in Asia
[ 14 , 15]

.Through a com-
binat ion of all daily solutions by the least squares algo-
rithm , the estimated coordinates and velocities of

GPS site are defined on the ITRF2000 , a g lobal ref-
erence f rame .Uncertainties of relative positioning are

less than 3—5mm for the horizontal component and

9—12mm for the vertical one , similar in precision as

to the CMONOC
[ 15]

.Furthermo re , uncertainties of
site veloci ty are less than 2 .0 mm/a and 3.2 mm/a
respectively in horizontal and vertical components

(Table 1), w ith a reasonable resolution to identify

long-term tectonic or t ransient deformat ion in the

Three Gorges area.

Meanwhile , we also used the Bernese V4.2 GPS

software to process the same data set for a compari-
son.The Bernese-derived results that demonstrate the

uncertainty of baseline determination respectively 1—
3 mm and 3 —6mm in horizontal and vertical are sim-
ilar to and perhaps slight ly better than those yielded

by GIPSY-OASIS Ⅱ in a sense of precision (we will

present it else w here).The inter-comparison between

GIPSY and Bernses solut ions suggests that the data

analysis st rategy is rational and solutions are robust .

Fig .1 show s the GPS-derived horizontal velocity

of the TGP area in a South China fixed reference

f rame.We realize it by least squares of all daily solu-
tions , in w hich a square sum of velocity of WUHN ,
SHAO , GUAN , LUZH , XIAM , Q ION and YONG

(the fiducial sites of CMONOC)as w ell as BADN and

GUFU (two continuous GPS stations of TGP GPS

netw ork)is set to minimum .As a result , the Euler
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vector of rotation of rigid South China block is given as

follows:ωx =-0.0501°/Ma , ωy =-0.2046°/Ma and

ωz =0 .2551°/Ma[ 14 ,17] .The ho rizontal velocities of

each site are about 0 -3 ±2mm/a relative to South

China block (Fig .1).The relative displacements are

very minor in terms of GPS data , consistent w ith the

previous studies of geotectonic revealed by the geolog-
ical evidence in South China

[ 18 ,19]
.Table 1 sum-

maries the GPS velocities defined on the ITRF2000 ,
South China fixed and NNR-NUVEL1A frames.

Table 1.　Velocities of GPS si tes in th ree dif ferent reference f rames (Unit :mm/ a)

GPS

site

Longitude

(°)
Lati tute

(°)

GPS observation(IT RF00)

E RMS N RMS U RMS

NN R-NUVEL1A

E N

GPS observation

(in the Frame of South China)

E RMS N RMS

GUFU 110.7 31.3 34.1 1.4 -12.4 1.4 　2.0 2.2 23.4 -11.3 -0.20 1.61 　0.91 1.64

BADN 110.3 31.0 35.0 1.4 -12.5 1.4 -1.1 2.2 23.4 -11.2 0.64 1.61 0.64 1.64

YICH 111.3 30.7 33.4 1.4 -11.7 1.4 2.0 2.4 23.3 -11.4 -0.83 1.70 1.73 1.67

TG11 110.4 31.4 34.7 1.5 -13.5 1.4 0.2 2.6 23.4 -11.2 0.39 1.73 -0.37 1.69

TG12 110.2 31.2 34.1 1.5 -12.7 1.5 1.0 2.6 23.4 -11.2 -0.26 1.78 0.43 1.72

TG13 110.6 31.3 33.3 1.5 -13.1 1.4 -0.1 2.5 23.4 -11.3 -0.93 1.72 0.18 1.69

TG14 110.5 31.2 32.9 1.4 -13.0 1.4 0.7 2.4 23.4 -11.2 -1.44 1.69 0.17 1.67

TG15 110.8 31.2 33.8 1.5 -13.8 1.4 0.4 2.5 23.4 -11.3 -0.47 1.73 -0.47 1.69

TG16 110.4 31.1 34.4 1.4 -14.5 1.4 -1.1 2.4 23.4 -11.2 0.06 1.70 -1.32 1.68

TG17 110.6 31.0 32.8 1.5 -13.3 1.4 -3.5 2.5 23.4 -11.3 -1.47 1.72 0.00 1.69

TG18 110.7 31.1 34.8 1.5 -14.3 1.4 -3.7 2.5 23.4 -11.3 0.59 1.73 -1.02 1.69

TG19 110.5 30.8 33.2 1.5 -11.6 1.4 0.5 2.5 23.4 -11.2 -1.03 1.72 1.57 1.69

TG20 110.7 30.8 34.0 1.5 -13.7 1.4 2.1 2.6 23.4 -11.3 -0.25 1.74 -0.42 1.69

TG21 110.9 30.9 30.5 1.5 -12.0 1.4 5.8 2.5 23.4 -11.3 -3.69 1.72 1.34 1.68

TG22 111.1 30.8 34.6 1.5 -12.1 1.4 0.6 2.5 23.4 -11.4 0.35 1.72 1.27 1.68

TG23 111.3 31.0 33.9 1.5 -13.5 1.4 0.3 2.6 23.3 -11.4 -0.24 1.74 -0.06 1.69

TG24 110.2 30.8 35.4 1.4 -12.1 1.4 0.8 2.5 23.5 -11.2 1.06 1.70 1.04 1.68

TG26 111.0 30.8 34.8 2.0 -13.4 1.9 -0.6 3.2 23.4 -11.3 0.61 2.36 -0.06 2.24

TG27 110.3 30.6 33.6 1.5 -12.4 1.4 -0.8 2.5 23.4 -11.2 -0.67 1.71 0.72 1.69

TG28 110.9 30.6 33.1 1.4 -14.0 1.4 -1.2 2.4 23.4 -11.3 -1.09 1.69 -0.64 1.67

TG29 111.1 30.6 34.8 1.5 -12.4 1.4 1.5 2.5 23.4 -11.3 0.60 1.72 0.95 1.68

TG30 111.0 31.1 35.1 1.5 -13.8 1.4 1.6 2.5 23.4 -11.3 0.89 1.73 -0.42 1.69

　　Note :the data of TG25 are invalid because the site did not work properly .

2 　Modeling

We take tw o steps to model reservoir-induced de-
formation in terms of sudden displacement at all GPS

sites.First ly , on the basis of a high resolution In-
SAR-derived digital elevation model

[ 20]
, the DEM

digi tized on a 1∶250000 topog raphy map by the Na-
tional M apping Bureau , and the water level at various

hydrological stations prior to the impoundment , the

w ater volume that the TG reservoir holds at present is

calculated.We select dif ferent areas and segments fo r

simulation in o rder to improve estimation of incre-
mental w ater volume af ter the impoundment .Taking
into account the river course and topography along the

river , we divide the reservoir into 21 segments f rom

the dam upst ream to Chongqing City .The total vol-
ume w ater held by the reservoi r is estimated at 1.04
×10

12
m

3
.Fig .2 illust rates the systematic model of

w ater volume associated wi th the impoundment .We

ignored any increase in underg round water in this

model , considering that it may be very small and dif-
ficult to assess.

Secondly , the deformation in response to overly-
ing water load is simulated , assuming that the under-
lying crust is elastic and iso tropic.Therefore , the ef-
fect of w ater load on crust can be calculated through

the integ ral with load and corresponding Green func-
tions[ 21 ,22 , 13] like

u =∫A
G(|r -r′|)ρ(r′)H(r′)dA , (1)

where r is a coo rdinate vector of any point on sur-
face , r′is the coordinate vector representing a point

on the region A which is loaded by w ater .ρ(r′)is

the w ater density , H(r′)the addi tional w ater level

due to the impoundment at the point r′, and G de-
notes the Green function.The vertical displacement

can be expressed in terms of Green Function as fol-
low s:
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Fig .2.　The modeling w ater body increment af ter the f irst im-

poundment in TG reservoi r.(a)In dam area , (b)in Xiangxi area .

GH(θ)= α
Me

∑
∞

n=0

hnPn(cosθ), (2)

here , a deno tes the radius of the earth , M e is the

mass of the earth.hn represents the radial loading

Love number , which represents the earth elastic

property wi th a function of the spherical harmonic of

deg ree n .Pn(cosθ)stands fo r the n-th Legendre

polynomial and θis the ang le betw een r and r′.

In the simulation , we adopt the Gutenberg-
Bullen model , one of the w idely used standard earth

models[ 21 ,23] .The loading Love number is calculated

f rom Gutenberg-Bullen model[ 21] .In Eq.(2), the

earth radius a is given as 6371000m , the earth mass

M e is 5.9736 ×1024 kg , and a unit size of water

loading is 46 .7 m ×46 .7 m ×incremental height of

w ater level (m), which should meet the need of sim-
ulation w ithout loss of computation precision.

The subsidence in the regions of 106°24′E ～
111°52′E (f rom dam to Chongqing)and 28°46′N ～
31°56′N was simulated.Given that the crustal defor-
mation caused by the surface loading w ith a to tal of

mass(5.9736×1024 kg)is related to the angle θand

computer power is limi ted , we design a spherical grid

of 2′×2′outside the reservoir and 5″×5″inside.
Meanwhile , the loading deformat ion is also predicted

fo r each GPS site .In general , our modeling show n in

Fig .3 and Fig .4(c)is consistent wi th that g iven by

Wang et al .
[ 11 ,12]

.

3 　Loading deformation

Fig .4 (a)and (b)show the vertical changes of

GPS sites in 3-D images one month and three months

after w ater filling respectively , illustrating the spatial

pat tern of subsidence induced by water filling .The

maximum of vertical displacement region is concen-
t rated on the segment f rom the dam to Xiangxi w here

the surface subsidence close by the shore of reservoir

is generally 20—40mm , and the subsidence decreases

to 10 mm at Badong (BADN), about 100 km up-
st ream from the dam .The subsidence is inversely

proportional to the distance off the river , and this is

identical to the modeling results at 180m water level

Fig.3.　The subsidence caused by w ater loading in the TG reservoir region (Unit:mm).
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Fig.4.　The subsidence deformation of TGP reservoi r region after the first impoundmen t(Uni t:mm).(a)GPS observational result one

month later;(b)GPS observational result th ree months later;(c)simulation result before and af ter the first impoundment.
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of Gao[ 7] and Zeng[ 8] et al .The subsidence changes

and its trend are difficult to distinguish w hen i t is 3 —
5km away from the river central line , it might be that

the increase of water is not enough and the affected area is

comparatively small w hen the water line reached 135m.

Comparison between our GPS-derived result and

simulation models w ith Wang' s researches
[ 11 , 12]

mea-
sured at 138 m water level shows that the scope of

peak value of modeling results and GPS are basically

corresponding to each o ther .The dominating defor-
mation areas are focused on Xiangxi st ream and the

third region of maximum subsidence is located at

Badong segment .

The subsidence of 27.8mm is predicted near by

the dam (TPXN , YINX , etc .)here , the same as

Wang' s prediction of 28 mm .Repeated GPS mea-
surements taken one month af ter the impoundment

indicate that the vertical displacements in the south

and north bank of the river are respectively about

-31 .1mm and -27.1 mm , and -32 .4 mm and

-46 .2mm are given from re-measurements taken

three months later .The maximal subsidence is pre-
dicted as 23 .8mm at Xiangxi (XAXI , GUOJ , etc.),
whereas the GPS data imply that the subsidences at

these sites are f rom 20.5mm to 46.4mm w ith uncer-
tainties of about ±10mm .

From the GPS data , the horizontal displace-
ments associated to the impoundment are 0—5 mm

w ith uncertainty of ±3 mm .No displacement is re-
solved w ith 95 %confidence .So w e conclude that the

horizontal deformation by w ater loading must be mi-
nor if any , less than 5—10mm .

In general , the GPS measurements tested a-
gainst the numerical experiment show that both are

consistent on magnitude of crustal deformation in the

reservoi r area , which implies that the transient subsi-
dence is at tributed to deformation response of elastic

crust during a sho rt period we w ere observing .

4 　Discussions

For GPS , the uncertainty in vertical component

o riginates f rom random errors and sy stemat ic biases

w hich are usually associated with seasonal changes of

environment .The vertical component is determined

2—3 times w orse than the horizontal one.Principal-
ly , the GPS measurements around the impoundment

w ere conducted in the same season (May and June of

2003), minimizing the seasonal effects on the vertical

component by canceling and reducing some biases in

common.But i t should be noted that the observing

environment in September 2003 is totally dif ferent

f rom the one taken in May and June.The precision of

the vertical component of loading deformat ion may be

degraded slight ly if the observation taken in autumn is

combined w ith that in summer to infer the vertical

displacement .Furthermore , the sy stematic deviations

are reduced g reatly once relative changes of vertical

displacement in the region of interest are used to infer de-
formation.The fact that the measurements by GPS are

basically identical to the prediction by the model implies

that errors are , to some extent , under control without a
damage on the final conclusion.Our GPS solution of the

reservoir-induced deformation is robust enough for dis-
cerning any vertical displacement greater than 5mm .

GPS si tes are mainly dist ributed along the river

bank;the crustal deformation related to the water

loading maximizes primarily on the interio r of the

reservoir due to a deeper basin of reservoir , so the

GPS observations can represent the subsidence defor-
mation only in the targeted area instead of the whole

area , especially the central area of the reservoi r can-
not be mapped directly by GPS.The subsidence dis-
placement could be decreased with the increasing of

the angle betw een surface sites and loading position.
In order to get a mo re accurate map about the water

loading subsidence , we might ret rieve various obser-
vations such as GPS , leveling and gravity to improve

the loading model .The combination of the GPS-de-
rived results w ith the model is necessary to constrain

parameters associated wi th the w ater loading .

The increased w ater capacity of 10.4 ×1010 m3

by the available model is still an approximate estima-
tion in general .The present calculation about total

w ater loading is contaminated by some biases because

of incomplete information in some regions.Ano ther

error source may o riginate f rom the neg lect of en-
hanced subsurface aquifer especially at Xiangxi .Thus
a better solution is expected if a more accurate DEM

w ith resolution of 3 arc-seconds and bathymetric data

of reservoir are available.

We assume that the crust is isotropic and the ef-
fect of w ater loading on the crust is unifo rm in a short

period afterw ard.However , this assumption fails to

represent all aspects of nature for each segment .Geo-
phy sical parameters of various models should be con-
st rained tightly by “ outputs” f rom direct measure-
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ments so that our prediction on loading deformation is

expected to be more accurate once the w ater level ris-
es to 156 m in 2006 and 175m in 2009.

The structure and st reng th of lithospheric crust

determine its deformat ion behavio r.Comparison of

GPS solution wi th modeling gives aw ay approximate-
ly the dif ferences in tectonics and rock st rength a-
mong various segments of the reservoir.The solid

rock is on the segment closest to the TG reservoi r

dam , upstream to Jiuwangxi and Xiangxi based on

studies of geological , morphology and petrous pervi-
ousness

[ 6 ,19 , 24]
.

Pegmatite in Pre-Sinian outcrops w idespread in

the 16 km-w idth zone from the dam to M iaohe .Evi-
dence of faulting and fissuring is rare there .Instead it

is rigidly integ rated , well-cementitious and poo rly

pervious.From Xiangxi to Guandu in Badong Coun-
ty , Paleozoic and M esozoic carbonate w ith a layered

structure is distributed mainly , accompanied by red

clastic rocks of Zigui basin and coal bed.Faults in the

vicini ty of Xiangxi are well-developed and serious

w eathering is evident on the surface.Water perme-
ation is readily under the circumstances of enhanced

hydrostatic pressure .GPS si tes at Xiangxi River are

situated on a surface layer of clastic rock that is com-
posed of marlite and g rit stone and is much weaker

than granite .That is the main reason for larger subsi-
dence deformation at a rapid rate and a large scale as

that derived by GPS .

5 　Conclusions

The deformation f ield is determined precisely by

the GPS measurements af ter the f irst filling of the

Three Go rges Reservoir.We find that horizontal de-
formation related to the filling is small (0—5 mm),
but vert ical displacement is outstanding (10 —
40mm).The dominated subsidence areas are local-
ized on a belt of 3 —5 km in w idth f rom the dam to

Xiangxi.GPS solution about the deformation ag rees

w ith a prediction by the elastic deformation model .
Although a slight difference exists between GPS and

the modeling , we do not think that magni tude of ver-
tical displacement determined by GPS dif fers obvious-
ly f rom its prediction , suggesting that the deforma-
tion observed in the short period of time is dominated

by elastic response of upper crust to the surface load-
ing .

Previous studies based on a layered half-elastic

space model illust rated that the maximum subsidence

w as 70mm and 90mm respectively fo r the Danjiangk-
ou and the Xinfengjiang reservoir in China , and

235mm fo r the Ko ribar reservoir in Zambia[ 9] .A

valley reservoir typical as the Three Gorges Reservoir

has caused less magnitude and extent of local defor-
mation than the lake reservoir .The transient defor-
mation induced by the impoundment of the first phase

of TGP is minor in magnitude and limi ted in narrow

band.Thus , the probability of st rong earthquake

t riggered by transient w ater loading in a short time

(i.e.a couple of years)might be small .The local

seismicity since the impoundment has also confirmed

such a fact that actually , no earthquake greater than

magnitude 3 has occurred there
[ 26]

.

The crustal deformation response to w ater load-
ing varies and associates with stress , po re pressure

and water permeation.The deformation behavio r and

mechanism w ithin the interio r of lithosphere are dif-
ferent w ith depth .The overlying low er crust mostly

responses elastically to the loading and defo rmation is

recovered by unloading .Whereas underlying lower

crust and upper mantle behave mo re visco-elastically ,
deformation will continue for a longer time af ter load-
ing until a complete stress relaxes and is unrecovered

if unloading .Therefore , it is possible to determine

spatial and temporal characteristics to distinguish de-
formation mechanisms to shed a light on the dynamics

of lithosphere of a stable craton such as South China

by repeated GPS surveys , leveling and gravity data.
As the representat ive example of cont rolled geophysi-
cal experiment , the TG impoundment process will

provide a good chance to reveal reg ional dynamics and

earthquake mechanism in addi tion to seismic hazard

assessment .
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